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Abstract—In this paper, we present a novel algorithmic
noise-tolerance (ANT) technique referred to as reduced precision
redundancy (RPR). RPR requires a reduced precision replica
whose output can be employed as the corrected output in case
the original system computes erroneously. When combined with
voltage overscaling (VOS), the resulting soft digital signal processing system achieves up to 60% and 44% energy savings with
no loss in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for receive filtering in a
QPSK system and the butterfly of fast Fourier transform (FFT)
in a WLAN OFDM system, respectively. These energy savings are
with respect to optimally scaled (i.e., the supply voltage equals
the critical voltage dd crit ) present day systems. Further, we
show that the RPR technique is able to maintain the output SNR
for error rates of up to 0.09/sample and 0.06/sample in an finite
impulse response filter and a FFT block, respectively.
Index Terms—Digital signal processing, low-power, noise-tolerance, reliability, supply voltage.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE rapid growth in demand for portable and wireless computing systems is driving the need for ultra low-power systems. Supply voltage scaling is widely acknowledged as an effective low-power technique [1]–[4]. However, in deep-submicron (DSM) process technologies, noise and process variations
have emerged as formidable problems that circuit and system
designers need to address [5], [6]. These problems have raised
serious questions regarding our ability to design reliable and efficient (hence, affordable) microsystems and hence the ability
to extend Moore’s law [7] well into the DSM regime.
Our past research [8]–[12] on energy-efficiency bounds of
DSM VLSI systems in the presence of noise strongly suggests
that design techniques based on noise-tolerance need to be developed if energy-efficiency and reliability are to be jointly addressed. Indeed, the 2001 International Technology Roadmap
for Semiconductors [14] refers to error-tolerance as a design
challenge for the next decade. We have developed noise-tolerance at the algorithmic [9] as well as circuit [13] levels of
the design hierarchy. In [9], we proposed algorithmic noise-tolerance (ANT) as a technique for combating system level errors in digital signal processing systems. An aggressive low-
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power technique, referred to as voltage overscaling (VOS) was
proposed in [9] and [11]. Voltage overscaling refers to reduc, without sacrificing the
tion of supply voltage beyond
is the supply voltage below which
throughput, where
timing violations start to appear, i.e.,
(1)
where
is referred to as the VOS factor (VOSF). Since,
of the system becomes
under VOS, the critical path delay
, input-dependent intergreater than the sampling period
mittent or soft errors occur whenever paths with delays longer
are excited. This leads to severe degradation in the
than
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
ANT combined with VOS enables the design of low-power
signal processing systems that operate at energy-efficiencies beyond those achieved by present-day systems. The overall approach of employing VOS in combination with ANT for lowpower is referred to as soft digital signal processing. Soft DSP
systems address energy-efficiency and reliability issues jointly.
Since the effect of increased clock frequency beyond a critical
is the same as VOS, ANT can also be used to
frequency
design high-throughput systems using frequency overscaling.
Further, ANT can also be employed to mitigate the effects of
deep submicron (DSM) noise consisting of cosmic rays, ground
bounce, crosstalk, or process variations [15]–[17] resulting in
error-tolerant digital signal processing systems.
In this paper, we propose a novel ANT technique referred
to as reduced precision redundancy (RPR) which combats
soft-errors effectively while achieving significant energy
savings. RPR employs a reduced precision replica of a DSP
system [referred to as main DSP (MDSP)] to detect and
correct the errors occurring at the output of the MDSP system.
The proposed RPR-based ANT technique is distinct from
previously proposed prediction-based error-control (PEC) [11]
or adaptive error-cancellation (AEC) scheme [12]. While the
PEC and AEC are effective for narrowband and broadband
systems, respectively, the RPR technique can be applied to
both. Reduction of precision has been employed in the past for
power reduction [18]–[20]. These techniques trade off precision
with SNR. However, since replica results are rarely used due
to the infrequent VOS error, the proposed RPR technique can
maintain the SNR. In fact, it is shown that RPR achieves better
performance than a low-precision original MDSP.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the concept of the proposed RPR technique and its analysis. In Section III, we describe the architecture of an RPR digital signal processor in the context of the digital filtering and fast
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is the error free output composed of a desired signal
where
and channel noise
, and
is the soft error. The output
is given by
SNR of the MDSP under VOS,
(3)

Fig. 1. A DSP system employing RPR and VOS.

Fourier transform (FFT). In Section IV, we present simulation
results that demonstrate the power savings.

where , , and
are the power of
,
, and
,
respectively.
is not equal to the
(the output
The replica output
) due to the LSB truncation
of MDSP when
noise. However, since VOS induces errors of large magnitude,
to detect errors in the MDSP output
.
we can employ
Error detection is accomplished by comparing the difference
against a threshold . Error correction involves
to
. Therefore, the decision rule
setting the final output
for choosing the final output
is given by
if
if

II. REDUCED PRECISION REDUNDANCY
A DSP system incorporating RPR is shown in Fig. 1. The
MDSP block is subject to VOS, which results in soft errors in
. When a soft error in MDSP is detected using
its output
an error control (EC) block, the RPR output
is used as an
. Next, we describe the error characteristics
output estimate
of a system under VOS and then present the proposed error control algorithm.

Voltage overscaling introduces input-dependent soft errors
whenever a path with delay greater than the sample period
is excited. Since the arithmetic units employed in DSP systems
are based on least significant bit (LSB) first computation, soft
errors appear first in the most significant bits (MSBs), resulting
in errors of large magnitude. These errors severely degrade the
performance but are desirable because they are easy to detect.
In general, a small fraction of input combinations excite
longer paths. This fraction depends upon the delay distribution
of a system, which in turn depends on the architecture. The
path delay distribution for all possible input combinations of an
8 8 Baugh-Wooley multiplier is shown in Fig. 2. We observe
that only 14% of the input combinations excite paths with
delays greater than 75% of the critical path delay.

(4)

In order to guarantee that
when
(i.e., the MDSP output equals the final output in the absence of
is chosen as
errors), the threshold
(5)
The SNR of an RPR-based scheme

A. Soft Error Characteristics

.

, is given by
(6)

where
is the power of residual soft
. In order to meet a specific
error in the corrected output
imposed by the application at hand, we
desired SNR
need to satisfy the following inequality
(7)
which directly implies that energy savings without performance
loss can be achieved if
(8)

B. The RPR Technique
RPR utilizes a replica of the MDSP but with reduced precision operands. If the critical path delay of the replica is smaller
under VOS, the replica output
than the sample period
will not suffer from soft errors. Note that this condition
is easily satisfied for array-based arithmetic units (e.g., ripplecarry adders and Baugh-Wooley multiplier) where the critical
path delay decreases linearly with decrease in precision. The
of MDSP can be written as
output
(2)

The system margin can be computed once a conventional system
satisfying (7) is designed. Next, we describe the design of a
proper replica satisfying the performance constraints in (8).
C. Quantization Noise Analysis
In this subsection, we first present the quantization noise analysis of replica. In what follows, we assume that the operand prebits and that of
cision of the MDSP block to be equal to
bits, where
. In addition, we
the replica to be
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Fig. 2. Path delay distribution of an 8

2 8 Baugh-Wooley multiplier.

assume that all the quantization noise is due to truncation, and
that both signal and quantization noise are uncorrelated.
bit representation of the number in two’s compleA
ment representation is given by
(9)
Similarly,
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, the representation of

and
are the quantization step sizes of in the
where
replica and the MDSP block, respectively.
takes discrete
Proof: Since is uniformly distributed,
,
with
nonnegative values
.
probability mass function
Then, the mean can be calculated as

in the replica is
(10)

Then the quantization noise
is defined as follows:

between original value

and
(15)

(11)
Note that the maximum value of

,

is

The quantization noise power

is

(12)
and minimum value of
is clearly 0 (when all
). Note
is always nonnegative.
that
Let us denote the quantization step size of MDSP and replica
and
, respectively. First, we
to be
compute the mean
and the power
of the quantization
for uniformly distributed input .
noise
Lemma 1: If discrete input sample is uniformly distributed
, the mean and the power of the quantization noise
in
are respectively
(13)
(14)

(16)

Next, we investigate the quantization noise at the output of
, with reference to a full
a reduced precision multiplier
and
.
precision multiplier with operands
In most DSP applications, one operand is the signal and the other
operand is the coefficient. Therefore, we regard the signal as
a uniformly distributed random variable and the coefficient as
a constant.
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Quantization noise power of multiplication x

2 h for the reference precision B

Lemma 2: The mean
and the noise power
at the output of a multiplier
quantization noise
with respect to
is given by

of the

= 15.

Definition 1: The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
is defined as
a path delay random variable ,
(20)

(17)
(18)
and
are the quantization step sizes of in the
where
replica and the MDSP block, respectively.
Proof: See Appendix A.
Fig. 3 compares
for a multiplier obtained from simulations with that computed from (18) indicating that (18) is
accurate.

where
and
is the critical path delay.
denotes the probability that the path delay is less than or equal
to a specified value .
,
Lemma 3: For the given path delay CDF of system,
the error probability due to VOS
is given by

(21)
D. Residual Noise Power Analysis
In Section II-C, we obtained the quantization noise power
of replica. By combining VOS error probability
with
, we obtain the residual noise power
of RPR
scheme in this subsection.
First, we compute the error probability due to VOS. The propagation delay of a logic gate in CMOS process technology [4]
is given by
(19)
is the load capacitance,
is the supply voltage,
where
is the device threshold voltage, is the device transconductance, and is the velocity saturation index. As the supply
voltage is reduced, gate delay increases thereby increasing the
error probability.

Proof: See Appendix B.
Note that Fig. 4 shows a plot of error probability function in
(21) for a 8 8 Baugh-Wooley multiplier whose delay distribution was shown in Fig. 2. We observe that the error probability
approaches 0.7. In addoes not increase significantly until
dition, only about 5% of inputs result in output errors even at
.
We now seek an upper and a lower bound on the noise power
in the RPR system by combining
and
,
Theorem 1: For a given VOSF
, the residual noise
at the output of a multiplier in an RPR-based system
power
is bounded by
(22)
Proof: See Appendix C.
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:

= 1 2).

Fig. 5. Performance analysis and simulation results of residual noise power 

The bound in (22) depends on the soft error probability
and the precision of replica. From (22), we can obtain a bound
on the signal-to-quantization noise (SQNR) in an RPR-based
system.
Corollary 1: The SQNR at the output of a multiplier
employing RPR is bounded by

(23)

.

and
are given by (17) and (18) and
where
by (21).
Fig. 5 compares the results of analysis (22) and simulation reas
and
vary. We observe that
sults for RPR with
reduces as
increases. However,
the achievable values of
region where the replica also
(22) is no longer valid at low
begins to generate errors (e.g.,
,
in Fig. 5).
is lower than the noise power of an
Fig. 5 also shows that
MDSP block whose precision is reduced by 1-bit over a wide
. This implies that simple 1-bit reduction in the
range of
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TABLE I
ALGORITHM TO DETERMINE THE OPTIMUM REPLICA PRECISION B

MDSP precision at
will give a lower SNR than RPR
indicating that RPR provides nontrivial benefits.
E. Optimum Precision Selection
at

The dynamic power dissipation of an original MDSP system
is given by
(24)

where
is the effective capacitance of the MDSP and
is
the system clock frequency. The power dissipation of an RPRbased system is given by
(25)
is the effective switching capacitance of the error
where
control block. In order to guarantee power savings, i.e.,
, we can show from (24) and (25) that
(26)
As mentioned, noise power
in the RPR scheme depends
and the replica precision . Note
on soft error probability
will be reduced when
is high at the expense of
that
power. Likewise,
trades off performance and power as a
[see (21)]. Therefore, our goal is to determine
function of
and
that results in minimum power dissivalues for
pation while satisfying the SNR requirements. The problem is
expressed as follows:
(27)
subject to
(28)

Fig. 6. Illustration of optimum replica precision search.

we increase
(vertical axis in Fig. 6) until it satisfies (28)
. Notice that we do
and then repeat this step for the next
beyond the boundary point since the
not need to increase
power consumption only increases. This algorithm is described
in Table I.
The feasible region and power consumption for 12 12 bit
multiplier-and-accumulator (MAC), found by the proposed algorithm, is shown in Fig. 7(a), where we used a 32 tap low-pass
and the constraint of noise
filter with cutoff frequency
is assumed. We also assumed the lumped
power
MAC to be proportional to
[22]. It
capacitance of
can be seen from Fig. 7(b) that at each
, the point of maximum power savings occurs at the boundary. By following the
,
search procedure described above, we obtained
and the optimum power savings of 63.25% at a replica precision
. Note that if
is decreased beyond this point, soft
of
error probability will increase abruptly and noise power constraints would not be satisfied.

(29)
III. RPR DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR
The solution of problem stated in (27)–(29) can be found using
a two dimensional search method which can be implemented
easily. The key idea is to search for a boundary point of two diand
axis which satismensional regions consisting of
,
fies noise and power constraints. Specifically, for a given

In this section, we describe DSP architectures for RPR based
systems. Two of the most common DSP applications used in
communication systems are digital filtering and FFT. Thus, we
develop the RPR architectures for the MAC in digital filters and
multipliers in FFT processors.
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Fig. 7. Precision optimization for the replica in a 12
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2 12 bit MAC MDSP system. (a) Feasible region. (b) Power savings.

A. RPR for Digital Filtering

B. RPR for FFT

Fig. 8(a) shows the proposed folded RPR FIR architecture.
Along with the main MAC, a replica MAC is employed for generating estimates of main MAC. The operands to the replica
MAC are the same as the main MAC but have a smaller precision, which makes it immune to VOS errors. After executing
an -tap multiply-accumulate operation, the results of the main
MAC and replica MAC are compared for error detection. If an
error is detected then the result of the replica MAC is chosen,
otherwise, the main MAC output is selected as the final output.
Fig. 8(b) shows an unfolded RPR digital filter. The unfolded
RPR filtering has a one cycle latency. However, it does not
suffers any loss in throughput. The overhead of the proposed
scheme includes the replica filter and the decision block (subtractor and comparator). Employing the fact that soft errors are
mostly of large magnitude, the complexity of the error control block can be reduced significantly, as will be discussed in
Section III-C.

Here, we consider a radix-2 decimation-in-time (DIT) based
FFT processor. The processor’s datapath computes one complex
radix-2 DIT butterfly per cycle [23]. As shown in Fig. 9(a), the
and
DIT butterfly calculates two outputs,
, from two inputs
and
, and a twiddle
factor . It is assumed that appropriate pipelining is employed
to route data between the memory and the functional units in
order to maximize throughput. Apart from the main memory,
multipliers are the largest functional units in a VLSI implementation of such a processor [24].
In this paper, we consider a 64-point FFT processor with
16-bit precision operating on 10-bit fixed-point complex
inputs, which are typical parameters for an FFT in a wireless
local area network (WLAN) orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) modem [25]. Four multipliers along
and
and four additional adders
with two adders multiply
and . Since the fixed-point data
generate the stage output
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Fig. 8. Proposed RPR based digital filtering: (a) DSP architecture and (b) its application in an FIR filter.

Fig. 9.

Proposed RPR based MAC architecture for FFT: (a) butterfly in DIT FFT, and (b) architecture of multiplier employing RPR.
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Fig. 10.

Path-delay distribution of an 8
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2 8 Baugh-Wooley multiplier.

format requires the eventual truncation of the butterfly outputs
when writing the outputs back to memory, computation of
all the multiplier output bits is unnecessary [23]. Therefore,
the outputs of the multipliers are truncated by bits. The
multiplier structure of RPR FFT is shown in Fig. 9(b), where a
bit reduced precision multiplier is employed.
The multiplier used in FFT processor is more amenable to
VOS than a general purpose array multiplier due to the fact
that the real and imaginary parts of the twiddle factor take
distinct values in an -point FFT. For example,
only
in a 16-point FFT, the twiddle factor components take only
distinct values among all the possible
values. Fig. 10 compares the path delay histograms of the
general purpose multiplier and the FFT multiplier in which
one of the operands takes only the 9 possible twiddle factor
values. We can easily observe the significant reduction in the
percentage of longer paths. In particular, only 8% of the input
combinations excite paths with delays longer than 75% of the
critical path delay.
C. Error Control Block
The error control block described in Sections III-A and B requires a subtractor and a comparator followed by a 2-to-1 multiplexer. As discussed in Section II-B, the maximum difference
is used
between the replica output and MDSP output at
as the decision threshold in the comparator.
The input to the RPR MAC (or multiplier) suffers maximum
quantization noise when all the truncated bits in the operand
are 1. We denote the number of truncated bits as
and use integer representation for notational convenience.
Since the largest number in magnitude of bits 2’s complement
, the maximum difference occurs when
representation is
both input operands are
. In this case, the decision
is
threshold

(30)

Fig. 11.

Decision block structure.

Fig. 12.

Simulation setup for RPR receive filter in QPSK.

Typically, for large and
,
. Thus,
becomes approximately
(31)
By choosing the threshold
in (31), the comparator can be realized with the simple circuit consisting of AND, NAND, and
OR shown in Fig. 11. Notice that the outputs of NAND and OR
gate need to be logic 1 to enable the ctrl signal, which corre. This is much simsponds to the condition
pler than a full-blown implementation requiring
-bit full
adder. Even in the case where one operand is fixed, a similar
structure can be employed by recognizing the fact that performance is insensitive to small changes in the threshold.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the performance of the proposed
RPR ANT technique. First, we define the measure for power
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Power savings via RPR based ANT technique: (a) 16-tap QPSK receiver filtering and (b) a 64-point FFT.

savings and then discuss the power savings of a proposed
scheme.

overhead due to error canceller including replica and error decision block. Then the percent power saving is given by

A. Measure for Power Savings
The power savings
by

(33)

of the proposed RPR scheme is given
B. Simulation Results
(32)

and
are the power dissipation of MDSP at
and RPR DSP with VOS, respectively. Because the
dynamic power dissipation depends on the square of a supply
, where
is the power
voltage,
where

In this section, the performance of the digital filter and the
FFT butterfly are studied in the context of communication systems. Simulations are performed assuming a 0.25 m, 2.5 V
CMOS process technology with velocity saturation index
. Once
is set to the critical path delay of the system at
, the delay of system at each
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Power savings for various FFT sizes.

is obtained by scaling using (19). At each
, the gate-level
power simulator MED [26] is employed to estimate the energy
savings obtained via voltage reduction as proposed.
In the simulations for digital filter, receive filtering of a QPSK
communication system in the presence of AWGN noise is con, decoder slicer input
sidered. To achieve bit error rate of
SNR should be 21.5 dB including a 6 dB margin [27]. Con) have been designed to
ventional filters (optimized at
meet this performance specification, where 16 taps with
bit MAC satisfies the requirements with minimal complexity.
bit and, in both cases, a
The replica MAC precision
Baugh-Wooley signed multiplier is employed [28]. The plot of
versus SNR for receiver equalization employing the proposed RPR scheme is shown in Fig. 13(a). While the convenis reduced, the
tional filter suffers sharp SNR drop when
proposed RPR technique maintains desired performance near
. In this case, achievable energy savings over a conis 60%. Note that the
ventional MAC that operates at
is 0.09/sample. Beyond this point,
error rate at this value of
VOS affects the replica MAC and therefore the assumption in
Section II-B is violated. As a result, reliable error control is no
longer possible.
For the FFT butterfly simulations, we consider an FFT processor that has typical WLAN OFDM parameters [25] with FFT
, FFT precision
bits and input precilength
sion of 10 bits. The inputs of replica multipliers are truncated
and the internal truncation is set to 12 bits for the
by
reference multiplier and 9 bits for the replica. Fig. 13(b) plots
and the corresponding power savings. The
SNR versus
when
equals 55 dB. We can observe
that
is satisfied until
(apfalls off rapidly
proximately 44% power savings) while
decreases slightly. The error rate at this value of
even when
is 0.06/sample. Note that about 27% power savings can be

achieved by directly reducing the FFT precision by 1-bit without
VOS. This, however, results in an SNR loss of 3 dB which fails
to meet the SNR requirements.
The achievable power savings for the proposed FFT scheme
depends on the length and precision of the FFT due to variation in the path delay distribution. Fig. 14 shows the variation
and FFT length
of power savings with FFT precision of
. When the precision is fixed, power savings decrease with increase in FFT length since the frequency of longer paths that fail
increases. We also observe that power savings
at a given
increase with the FFT precision.
Finally, in order to compare the area overhead of RPR system
over the conventional MDSP, we synthesized layouts for both
systems in 0.25 m process technology. We designed the receive
filter for QPSK system described earlier using VHDL and synthesized the layouts via Synopsys Design Analyzer and Cadence
Silicon Ensemble. We also estimated the power consumption via
Nanosim. Fig. 15 shows the layouts for MDSP and the proposed
RPR system, respectively. We define the area overhead of RPR
over the MDSP as
(34)

Substituting
m and
m
in (34), we obtain the area overhead
. In addition, the
power consumption of MDSP layout at
is
@ 100 MHz and that of RPR at 0.65
is 96
229
@ 100 MHz resulting in power savings of 58.1%. This example
clearly demonstrates the power savings achievable through
RPR. These power savings can be improved significantly by
employing separate supplies for the replica and the MDSP
blocks and sizing the replica transistors differently from those
in the MDSP block.
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(a)
Fig. 15.

(b)

Synthesized layouts of: (a) MDSP and (b) RPR.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a novel algorithmic noise-tolerance technique referred to as reduced precision redundancy
(RPR) to combat errors in hardware. Combining ANT and VOS
results in soft digial signal processing systems that consume
much less power than systems operating error-free at critical
supply voltages. The RPR scheme was shown to be very effective in mitigating system-level errors via analysis, and simulations on circuit layouts in 0.25- m CMOS for a QPSK receive
filter and an FFT block.
Soft digital signal processing systems can reduce leakage
power and provide robustness to errors caused by leakage
currents. This topic requires future study. Noise sources such
as cosmic rays and alpha particles can impact the error-control
blocks as well. Future research needs to be directed toward the
problem of efficient error-control in the presence of errors in
the error-correction blocks. ANT is an elegant approach for
trading-off reliability and energy-efficiency in deep submicron
systems.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 2

from
,

(A-3)
is

The power

(A-4)
Using

, we get
(A-5)

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 3

The quantization noise in a multiplication is defined as
. The mean is

Since

where has been computed in Lemma 1. Substituting
as is uniformly distributed in
(13) and using
we get

Consider a path with
to
is reduced from
[see (19)] increases to

logic gates. When the supply voltage
, the delay for a single gate

(A-1)

(B-1)

(A-2)

Clearly the original path delay
becomes
. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 16, shaded region in an original delay distribution becomes VOS error region

is deterministic, we get
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Note that there is no information loss in scenario (i) and from
scenarios (ii) and (iii)

(C-6)
Thus, (C-5) becomes

(C-7)
In most cases, the magnitude of VOS error is large and hence
detected, i.e.,
. Thus
Fig. 16.

(C-8)

VOS error region for the path delay distribution variation.

and the error probability is obtained by integrating this region,
. By using (19) and (B-1), one can show
i.e.,
which starts to generate an error when VOS
that the point
is applied is

.
where
By using the auxiliary variable

, we have

(C-9)
(B-2)
In addition, as
(C-9) can be simplified to

Thus, VOS error probability is now given by

from scenario (ii) (see (C-3)),

(C-10)
By substituting (C-10) into (C-7), we obtain
(C-11)
Note that

(C-12)

.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
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